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ABSTRACT 
An exposition is given of some recent and important work by E. Marques de S~i 
and R. C. Thompson, which characterized the relationship between the similarity 
invariants of a square matrix over a field and those of a principal submatrix of that 
matrix. This work is then related to results on eigenvalues of complex hermitian 
matrices (the Courant-Fischer minimax theorem and the Cauchy interlacing theorem), 
on singular values of rectangular complex matrices (due to Thompson), and on 
invariant factors of rectangular matrices over a principal ideal domain (due to S~i and 
Thompson). A partial unification of these theories is presented, and several open 
questions tated. 
1. SIMILARITY INVARIANTS FOR SQUARE MATRICES OVER A 
FIELD.  NOTATION 
Let F denote an arbitrary field, and F m, n the set of m × n matrices over 
g:. Given B ~ F "'n, C ~ g:"'~ is similar to B if C = PBP -1 for some nonsingu- 
lar P ~ F "' ~. The characteristic polynomial, and hence the set of eigenvalues 
(each with its multiplicity) are invariant under similarity. A complete set of 
similarity invariants may be obtained as follows. 






where each B i is square and nonderogatory, with characteristic polynomial 
~i(t) ,  and ~l ( t ) l  ¢~2(t)1 •• • I •( t ) .  Now %(t )  is the minimal polynomial of B, 
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and ~b(t)= ~i ( t ) - - .  ~g(t) is the characteristic polynomial of B. The ~,(t )  are 
the invariant factors of B, and constitute a complete set of similarity 
invariants for B. The matrix PBP-1 is called the rational canonical form of B. 
We may decompose these invariant factors as products of powers of 
certain distinct irreducible polynomials ei( t ), i = 1 . . . . .  h: 
¢~g(t) = el( t )e'te2(t ) e2'. . . eh( t ) TM , 
~,(  t ) = el( t )e'ge2( t ) e2". . . eh( t ) ehg. 
We have 
eil >~ e~2 >~ • • • >~ eig >~ 0, i = 1,2 .. . . .  h. 
Those ei(t)e,J for which ei j> 0 are called the elementary divisors of B; they 
also make up a complete set of similarity invariants for B, as they uniquely 
determine the ~i(t). We will call eii the exponent of the elementary divisor 
ei(t)e'J. 
If F = C, the complex field, and if ~1 . . . . .  X h are the distinct eigenvalues of
B, the elementary divisors of B are of the form e/(t)e'J = ( t -  xi)e'J. There 






X, 1 © 
1 
of orders eii> 0, corresponding to the elementary divisors (t - Xi)e'i. 
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Suppose 
( Bu Bml~:n ' " ,  
with B H and Bz2 square. A long-standing eneral problem in matrix theory 
has been to compare various similarity invariants of B and of one or both Bll 
and B~. 
PROBI~M 1. Suppose B is block-triangular with Bat = 0. The eigenvalues 
of B are the eigenvalues of Bll together with those of B~. However, the 
similarity invariants of B are not determined solely by those of Bll and Bz~: 
consider the 2 × 2 matrices 
I 0b 1 
The first has invariant factors t, t; the second has invariant factor t a. 
Some "interlacing" inequalities for the exponents of elementary divisors of 
B, Bll, and Bzz were given in [3] for the case B21 = 0. Suppose that ei(t) is an 
irreducible factor of ~b(t), the characteristic polynomial, and that the expo- 
nents of elementary divisors involving ei(t) are (for convenience, we define 
ei,g+ 1 . . . . .  0, etc.) 
e~,l>~... > e~,m > 0 = e~,m+ 1 . . . .  inB ,  
fi,l>~ " '"  >~ fi,q, > 0 = fi,q,+i . . . .  inB l l  , 
gi,1 >1 " " " >/gi,s, > 0 = gi.s,+l . . . .  in Bz~. 
If ei(t ) does not appear as an elementary divisor of B n, we assume that 
q~ = 0, and similarly for Bz~ and s i. Then 
ei,j >~ f~.j >~ e~,i+s, , e~,i>~g~,j>~e~,i+q,, j=i ,2  .... (1) 
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One way of obtaining the canonical forms mentioned above for a matrix 
B~F n'n is to regard the space F "'1 as a F[t]-module M by defining 
f ( t )v  =f (B)v .  Now M is a finitely generated torsion module over the 
principal ideal domain R = F[t], and as such is isomorphic to a direct sum of 
cyclic submodules 
h Pi 
~ R/Re  e'j, 
i= l j= l  
where the e i are irreducible elements of R, and the e~'~ are called the 
elementary divisors of M (cf. [11, pp. 181-187]). Choosing appropriate bases 
of F n'l (as an F-vector space) yields the rational canonical form, and, if 
F = C, the Jordan canonical form of B. 
If B is block-triangular with B21 = 0, then the submatrices Btl and Bz~ 
respectively determine the actions of Fit] on a submodule H of M and on the 
quotient module M/H.  The interlacing inequalities given above hold for the 
exponents of the elementary divisors of any finitely generated torsion module 
M, a submodule H, and the associated quotient module M/H [4]. Klein [13] 
completely characterized the possible relationships between the elementary 
divisors of M, H, M/H.  These are not in the form of inequalities for expo- 
nents of elementary divisors; such a characterization has not yet been found. 
PROBLEM 2. Suppose B n ~ Ft' t has nonconstant elementary divisors 
el(t) ~j, j= l  . . . . .  q,, i= l  .. . . .  h, 
where fil >/" " " >/f/q, > 0, i = 1 .. . . .  h. Define 
lq 1 fii, n - l + l <<- qi t i = j=n_ l+ l  0' n l+ l> qi] i=1  ... . .  h. 
Let ¢(t)  be a monic polynomial of degree n. Oliveira [19] has shown that 
there exists a B~F n'" with characteristic polynomial ¢?(t) and principal 
submatrix Bl l  fff 
h 
l--I e i(t)t ' ldp(t)  • (2) 
i=1 
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PROBLEM 3. In Problem 2, while a complete set of similarity invariants 
was prescribed for Bli, only the characteristic polynomial of B was pre- 
scribed. This left open the question of characterizing the possible relationships 
between complete sets of similarity invariants of B and B u. 
In 1979, E. Marques de S/t [20] and R. C. Thompson [27] solved, 
independently, this question. In order to discuss their work in a more simple 
form, we shall slightly expand our notion of invariant factor, so that each 
B ~ F "'" has an infinite sequence of invariant factors, n of which are nonzero, 
and each dividing the next. To do this, if B has (by our previous definition) 
invariant factors ~l(t) .. . . .  ~g(t), we redefine the invariant factors of B to be 
~l(t) . . . . .  q~._g(t) = 1, 
~._,+ l(t) = ~l(t) ..... ¢.( t )  = ~g(t), ~.+,(t)  . . . . .  O. 
THv.OrmM 1 (Marques de SA, Thompson, 1979). 
(i) Given B ~ F"'" with invariant factors %(t ) satisfying 
~j(t) I q~j+l(t ) , j=1 ,2  ..... (3) 
and principal submatrix Bn ~ ~: t" t with invariant factors tp~( t ) satisfying 
tpi(t)ltpi+l(t ), 1= 1,2 ... . .  (4) 
then 
¢~j(t)ltpi(t)lepi+2(,_t)(t ), ]=1,2  . . . . .  
(ii) Given monic polynomials q)j(t), ~b](t), 1= 1,2 .. . . .  such that (3), (4), 
and (5) hold, ¢Pn(t)= 0 = ~,+x(t), t~t(t)= 0 = tpt+l(t ), l-Ii~lepj(t ) has degree 
n, and l-l~=ltpj(t) has degree l. Then there exists a B ~ F n'" with invariant 
factors epj( t ) and principal submatrix Bll ~ F t' t with invariant factors t~ j~ t). 
It should be clear that Bll could be any principal submatrix of B, not just 
one in the upper left comer of B. 
We note that Oliveira's condition (2) becomes in our notation 
2 l - -  rl 
1--I ~bi(t)I •(t), 
i=l 
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where the product is defined to be one if 2l - n < 1. If B ~ F ",~ has principal 
submatrix B u ~ F t't, by (5) we have 
tPi(t)ldpj+2(n_l)(t ), j=  1,2 ..... 
and thus 
2/ -1  
l--I ~i(t)l f i  epi(t)lep(t ). 
j= 1 j= l+2(n -  I) 
Thus one direction of Oliveira's result follows immediately from Theorem 1 of 
Sh and Thompson. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let 
B=(Onlr 
Let us see what can be said about the invariant factors (or elementary 
divisors) of B with and without using the various results above. We shall use 
the obvious fact that the invariant factors of O n_ 1 are t ... . .  t (n - 1 times). 
(a) First, without using the above results. As B has rank not more than 
two, we see immediately that B has at least n -  2 linearly independent 
eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue 0. Thus B has at least n -  2 
nonconstant elementary divisors of the form t% Since the product of the 
elementary divisors is of degree n, no exponent qi can be larger than 3, and 
there are at most two qi's greater than or equal to 2. If we knew that c = 0, 
then we could conclude that B had at least n -  1 linearly independent 
eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalue 0. It would be easy to derive 
conclusions about the possible lementary divisors. 
(b) Using Oliveira's result. We can conclude that the product of the 
invariant factors, i.e., the characteristic polynomial of B, is the multiple of 
t n-2, and any such polynomial can be attained as the characteristic poly- 
nomial of B. 
(c) Using Carlson's result [inequalities (1)]. It is applicable only in case 
c = 0 or r = 0. Assume c = 0. If a * 0, these inequalities tell us the obvious 
fact that the elementary divisors of b are t (n - 1 times) and t - a. If a = 0, 
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they leave two possibilities for the elementary divisors: 1, t (n - 2 times), t9, 
or t (n times). 
(d) Using the S~i-Thompson result. This result shows that there are three 
possibilities for the invariant factors: 
(i) 1, 1, t (n - 3 times), the(t), where ha(t ) is a monic polynomial of degree 
2; 
(ii) 1, t (n - 2 times), thl(t ), where hi(t ) is a monic polynomial of degree 1; 
(iii) t (n times). 
Moreover, any of these possibilities can be attained. 
Notice that in (a) and (c) we cannot ell whether the various possibilities 
are in fact attained. 
In order to prove Theorem 1, both Sh and Thompson first proved a more 
general result for matrices with entries in a principal ideal domain. In the next 
section we take up this more general result. 
3. INVARIANT FACTORS OF MATRICES OVER PRINCIPAL 
IDEAL DOMAINS 
Let R = F[t]. (Actually any principal ideal domain R would do.) An 
element of R is called a unit if it has an inverse in R - - i l l  it is a nonzero 
constant hmction. A matrix A ~ R n' n is invertible iff it is unimodular (i.e., iff 
its determinant is a unit of R). 
For any A~R re'n, it is classical (Smith, 1861-2 [22]; see also [11, 
176-179], [14, p. 41], or [17, pp. 26-27]) that there exist invertible matrices 







where ~ l ( t ) l~2( t ) l . - - I~r ( t )~0;  r is the rank of A. For convenience we 
define dPr+l(t ) . . . . .  0. The ~/(t) are unique (up to unit factors) and are 
called the invariant factors of A. 
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For 
we have 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
A= 3t - t - t3 + 7t2 -12t  ) 
t t 2 - 4t  " 
~(o 1) ~=(o ~ ,1 t) 
1 t -3  
PAQ--(o 
the invariant factors of A are t, 0 . . . . .  
o)~ 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
~=(3 1~)~c,, A=t, B=(t+3 12) 
-1  4 1 t -4  ' 
For  the same P, Q, 
PAQ=(~ ,t,)  
A has invariant factors 1, t -  t2,0 . . . . .  Note that these are precisely the 
similarity invariants of B which we call invariant factors. This is true in 
general; the "similarity" invariant factors of B ~ F"'  n are the invariant factors 
of A = t I -  B ~ R "'~. As t I -  B has rank n, we would expect n nonzero 
invariant factors. 
PnOBLEM 4. Given 
Al l  Am I ~ a m" n, A 
A21 A99 ] 
with A l l  ~ Rk, l, what are the possible relationships between the invariant 
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factors of A and those of Al l? Observe that A n may be any k × I submatrix of 
A; we have placed it in the upper left comer of A solely for convenience. 
THEOREM 2 (Marques de S~i, Thompson, 1979). 
(i) Given A ~ a n' n with invariant factors epj( t ) satisfying 
epj(t)lepj+l(t ), j= l ,2  . . . . .  (3) 
and submatrix A n ~ R k' l with invariant factors ¢~( t ) satisfying 
¢ j ( t ) l¢ j+ l ( t  ), j= l ,2  . . . . .  (4) 
then 
d~j(t)l~i(t)ldpj+(m_k)+(n_l), j=  1,2 . . . . .  (5') 
(ii) Given ~( t ) ,  ~j, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  such that (3), (4), and (5') hold, 
dPmin(m,n)+l(t ) = 0 ,  and ~mm(k.t)+t(t)= 0. Then there exists an A ~ R m'n with 
invariant factors epj( t ) and submatrix A n ~ R k' l with invariant factors d/~( t ). 
Obviously (i) of Theorem 1 follows immediately from (i) of Theorem 2. 
Both original proofs of (i) involved an inductive argument. First, (i) is 
proved for k = m and l = n -  1. In this case A = (A H an), and (5'), to be 
proved, becomes 
epj(t) l~j(t) ld?j+l(t),  j=  1,2 . . . . .  (5a) 
Next, ff k = m and 1 is arbitrary, 1 ~< l < n, then A = (A u A12 ), and succes- 
sive applications of (5a) yield 
dpi(t)l~i(t)ldpj+(n_l)(t ), j=  1,2 . . . . .  (5b) 
By the uniqueness of the invariant factors, A and A t must have the same 
invariant factors. If l = n and k is arbitrary, 1 ~< k < m, then 
Now (5b) for A t = (A~I A~2) yields for A 
epj(t)l¢j(t)lepj+(m_k)(t), j= l ,2  . . . . .  (5c) 
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Finally, for 1 ~< k < m and 1 ~< l < n, we may consider A n as a submatrix of 
(An  A12 ), and (An Asa ) as a submatrix of A, and apply (5b) and (5c) to 
obtain (5'). 
EXAMPLE 4. We return to Problem 1. Here 
B=(  Bll B12) ~ F- . - ,  Bn ~ Fz, l 
0 Bm 
A = ( t I -  B n - Blz 
o H 
l A~]"  
In this situation, A n and 
have the same invariant factors, and, proceeding to A, we obtain 
dPi(t)l¢j(t)ldPi+(n_t)(t), i=1 ,2  . . . . .  
In terms of exponents of elementary divisors, this is 
eii>~ fq>~ei.i+~._t), j= l ,2  ..... i= l  .. . . .  h. 
For each i= l  ..... h, as s i<~n-1,  we have ei i+.>~ei +(.-1), and the 
theorem of S~ and Thompson yields slightly less ~an the' result previously 
obtained. 
4. RELATED INTERLACING RESULTS 
In his 1979 paper, Thompson comments on the "extraordinary and totally 
unexpected analogy" between these interlacing inequalities for invariant 
factors, those due to Canchy [6] for eigenvalues of hermitian matrices and 
principal submatrices, and those due to Thompson himself [25] for singular 
values of rectangular complex matrices and submatrices. We next state these 
other interlacing results in matrix theory. 
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THEOREM 3. 
(i) (Cauchy, 1829 [6] . )Let  H ~C "'n be hermitian, with eigenvalues 
h 1 .. . . .  k ~, ordered so that 
k~>.~>..--  >.X.. (6) 
I f  Hll ~C z'l is a principal submatrix of  H, with eigenvalues ~1 . . . . .  ~l' 
ordered so that 
/~1 >//z2 >/" '"  >~/~l, (7) 
then 
hj >~/~j >~ hi+(,_~), j= l  . . . . .  I. (8) 
For 1 = n - 1, these are just the more familiar 
~1~P,1~ ~.2~ " " " ~ ~.n_ l~ ,l ln_l ~ hn.  
(ii) (Fan and Pall, 1957 [9]; also, OIiveira, 1969 [18].) Given real 
numbers kl ;  .... k ,  and ILl . . . . .  ~l satisfying (6), (7), (8). Then there exists a 
hermitian matrix H ~ C "'"  with eigenvalues h 1 .. . . .  ~ ,  and principal subma- 
trix H n ~ C l'l with eigenvalues t~1 .... .  IXt • 
Let C ~ C m, n Of rank r. The positive singular values of C are the positive 
square roots o 1 . . . . .  a, of the positive eigenvalues of the positive semidefinite 
matrix C*C~Cn'n;  we may assume o1>/ - . .  >~o r, and for convenience 
define or+ 1 . . . . .  0. 
THEOm~M 4 (Thompson, 1972). 
(i) Let C ~ C m, n have singular values oj, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  satisfying 
oj>~ oj+~, j= l ,2  . . . . .  (9) 
I f  Cll ~ C k'z is a submatrix of  C, with singular values "ri, j=  1,2 . . . . .  
satisfying 
5>~ zj+~, i=1,2 ..... (10) 
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then 
Oj >~ "1" >~ O]+(m_k)+(n_ l ) ,  ]---~ 1,2 . . . . .  (11) 
(ii) Given nonnegative numbers o/, ri' J= 1, 2,.. . ,  satisfying (9), (10), and 
(11), and with oj= 0 for j>~ min(m, n )+ l ,  zj= 0 for 1>~ min(k, l )+ l .  Then 
there exists C ~ C .... with singular values oi, 1= 1,2 .... and submatrix 
Clx ~ C k't with singular values ~i' I= 1,2 . . . . .  
5. PROOFS 
A partial unification of these interlacing theorems has been obtained by Sfi 
and myself, and will be discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper [5]. Given 
the standard diagonalization theorem for a complex hermitian matrix, the 
Courant-Fischer minimax theorem follows easily; and from it follows the 
Cauchy interlacing theorem. Our unification began with the observation that 
this sequence of results and proofs carries over easily to corresponding results 
for singular values and invariant factors. We have not been able to unify the 
proofs of the converses of the interlacing results. 
We begin with the sequence for hermitian matrices and their eigenvalues. 
Let H ~ C "'" be hermitian, with eigenvalues ~, 1 >~ A 2 >~ " " " >/A ~. For 0 ~ v 
C n, the Rayleigh quotient of v is 
v*Hv 
QE(V)= v*v  " 
DIAGONALIZATION THEOREM 1 (Cauchy, 1829). 
U e C """ for which 
UHU* = diag(A 1 .. . . .  h n )" 
There exists a unitary 
MINIMAX THEOIaEM 1 (Courant and Fischer, 1905 [8]). We have 
AI= max QE(v), )~,= rain QE(v), 
O~v~C n O=~vEC n 
and, more generally, 
= TQ E v )= di min Q~(v), j=  1,2 .. . . .  n, X1 min max ( m~x= i o *v es 
d imT=n- ]+ l  O~v~ 
where S, T denote subspaces of C 0. 
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Proof. As H = U*diag(h a . . . . .  kn)U  by diagonalization and U'U= UU* 
= I, the values of Qr(v) are just the values of 
( Uv ) * diag()~ 1.... , ~'n ) ( Uv ) 
(~v)*(Vv) 
we may assume H = diag(?~ 1 . . . . .  ~ , ) .  Now for 0 :~ v = (a i )  ~ C",  
E" Xil~il m pe(v)  = ,=1 
~n ~t 12 " 
i~ l  i 
Clearly hx>~QE(v)>~h. ,  and the bounds h a and hn are 
S i = (el . . . . .  ei), r i= (e i . . . . .  e , ) .  We have 
rain s Pe(v  ) = hi= maxTjPe(v).  
O~VE • O:r=VE . 
Let Tbe  any subspaee of C" of dimension - ~+ 1; as 
dim(Sin T) >/dim S~ + dimT - dimC" 
attained. Let 
= j+  (n  - /+  l )  - n = l ,  
Sj A T :~ (0). Now 
)k i=  min s Q~(v ) ~< min QE(v) 
O~vE O~v~St f~T 
<<. max Qe(v)  <~ max Qe(v) ,  
O~v~SINT  O~-v~T 
so that 
X i~ min max QE(v) <~ mva~rjQe(v ) = )~i" 
d imT~ n- / '+10~v,~T 0 




I~CING TH~.ormra 1 (Cauchy, 1829). Theorem 3(i) above. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that, with Hll q X q, 
[Hi1 H,21 
w--< (o)w cq /
If ~)E(w)=W*Hl lW/W*W for 0~:w~C o , then for 0~(wt0)  t~W,  
~)e( (wto) t )=pe(w) .  For 1= 1,2 . . . . .  q, 
max min  
d imS=]O~v~S 
Sc_W 
Xi= max min Qe(v)>~ 
dimS=jO~v~S 
and, as n-  [ j+(n  - q)]+ l = q - ]+ l, 
hi4(n_q) = min max Qe(v)  
dimT= q-  j+ l  O~v~T 
~< min max __  O~(v)=/zi.  
dimT= q-  1+10~v~T 
Tc_W 
We next modify this sequence to obtain a proof of Theorem 4(i). 
where a I >1 o~ >1 • • • >1 or are the positive singular values o f  C. 
RF.M_a_rUCS. Sylvester proved this result in the real square case [24], Eckart 
and Young in the complex case [7]; special cases were given by Beltrami, 
Jordan, Autonne, and Browne (cf. [7] or [14, p. 78]). We note that this result 
yields the singular value decomposition of C, 
C = U* diag(o x . . . . .  o r , 0 . . . . .  0) V*, 
UCV = diag(a I . . . . .  or,0 . . . .  ) ~ C re'n, 
DIAGONALIZATION THEOREM 2 (Sylvester et al). Given C ~ C m.,. There 
exist unitary U ~ C m, m, V ~ C """ such that 
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and the Moore-Penrose inverse of C, 
C + = Vdiag(o~ -1 . . . . .  oi- 1,0 . . . . .  0) U. 
The least-squares olution of an overdetermined linear system Cx = b is 
x = C + b (cf. [23, pp. 317-326]). 
Given C ~ C m, ,. For 0 ~: v ~ C", we define 
I 1.)*C*C1.9 )1/2 
Ps(v )= ~ v*v " 
For convenience we again define o r + 1 . . . . .  0. 
MINIMAX THEOREM 2. Let C ~ C m'". Then 
o1= max Ps (v ) ,  o ,= min Ps (v ) ,  
O~=v~C n O~=v~C n
and, more generally, 
o j= min ps (v )  = max min Ps (v ) ,  j= l  . . . . .  n. 
dimT f f in -  j+ l o YvaX~T dimSffi jO~=v~S 
As H = C*C is positive semidefinite, it is clear that minimax and maximin 
results hold for Qs, since they do for Q~. Alternatively, one can use the proof 
for Minimax Theorem 1 with few modifications. 
IrcrmmaCINC THEOREM 2 (Thompson, 1972). Theorem 4(i) above. 
Proof. The result is trivial for 1 > l; we assume j < I. We first consider the 
case k = m, i.e., C = [Cxx Cxz ]. The proof of Interlacing Theorem 1 yields 
Oj>/Tj~Oj+<n-- l ) ,  i=1, 2 ..... 
From diagonalization and the uniqueness of the singular values implied by the 
minimax result, we see that the singular values of C and C* are identical. 
Thus, in the ease 1 = n, i.e., ff 
C= C2t' 
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we have 
Oj ~ Tj ~ CIj+(m_k) , j= l ,2  . . . . .  
The stated interlacing result now follows easily from the two special cases. • 
Again let R=F[ t ] .  We first need to discuss analogs in R of order, 
minimum, and maximum; these will be divisibility, least common multiple, 
and greatest common divisor. If a l fl inR, i.e., ff fl = aT for some 3' ~ R, we 
write a > ft. (While this order may seem antiintuitive, observe that it does 
imply that 0 < a < 1 for all a ~ R.) We have a > fl and fl > a iff fl = Ta for 
some unit 7 ~ R. This yields an equivalence relation on R; as representatives 
of the equivalence classes in R ~ F[t] we take the monic polynomials (to- 
gether with 0). For a, fl ~ R, we define in the usual way gcd(a, fl), lcm(a, fl). 
They are unique up to invertible factors; we may assume them to be monic. 
For any subset S of R, we define similarly gcd(S) and lcm(S). We have 
gcd(~) = lcm(R) = 0, Icm(~) = gcd(R) = 1; ff a ~ S, a ~ 0, then gcd(S) ~ 0. 
Let R n = (v = (or 1 . . . . .  a,) la i E a);  n n is a free R-module (cf. [11, p. 164]) 
with dimension n and basis e l=(1 ,0  . . . . .  0) t, en=(0  . . . . .  0,1) t. The matrix 
A ~ Rm, n acts on R" in the usual way. We restate Smith's diagonalization 
result as 
DIAGONALIZATION THEOREM 3 (Smith, 1861-2 [22]). Given A ~ a m' n. 
There exist invertible matrices P ~ nm" m, Q ~ R"'" for which 
PAQ = diag(d?l . . . . .  dp r ,0 . . . .  ) ~ R m" ~ 
where ~1 > " " " > ePr are the nonzero invariant factors o f  A. 
For v = (a i )~  R n, we define p(v) = gcd(ai). For A ~ n re'n, we have 
Av E R m, and v(v) > v(Av),  i.e., v(v)l v(Av).  If v ~ 0, we may thus define 
Qi( v) = p( Av) /v (  v ). 
MImMAX THEOREM 3 (Carlson and S~t). Suppose A ~ a m' n, Of rank r. 
Define t~r+l . . . . .  0. Then  
,1= gdc p,(v), j vmRo p,(v); 
O~vER n 0 
more generally, 
47i= lcm gcd Q, (v )= gcd lcm Q,(v ) ,  j= l ,2  . . . . .  n, 
d imT=n-  j+ l O*v~T dimSff i j  O*v~S 
where S and T denote submodules o f  R". 
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INTERLACING THEOREM 3 (S~t and Thompson, 1979). Theorem 2(i) above. 
The proofs of these results follow, with some modifications, those of 
Minimax Theorem 1 and of Interlacing Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. One 
must show (cf. [21]) that if S and T are submodules of a free module of 
dimension , then 
dim(S (~ T) >~ dim S +d imT - n. 
Proofs of the converses of interlacing for invariant factors are much more 
difficult, particularly that for similarity-invariant factors. Sh proves an analytic 
lemma in order to show that a "degree function" is convex; Thompson's proof 
involves delicate and complicated combinatorial rguments. 
6. A COMMON GENERALIZATION 
The fundamental properties of our three theories are the following: We 
are dealing with hmctions Q: v \ (0) ~ L, where 
(a) V is a free module of dimension over a principal ideal domain R, 
(b) L is a lattice, with binary operations inf and sup, and a partial order 
> which is locally complete, i.e., each subset of L with upper and lower 
bound has a sup and an inf; 
(c) Q is "'diagonalizable," i.e., 
(i) Q(V \ (0 )  is bounded above and below in L, 
(if) there exist sequences of submodules S1 c - . -  c S,, T x D . - .  D Tn, such 
that dim S i = ~ dim T i = n - j + 1, and 
inf Q(v )= sup Q(v) ,  j= l  . . . . .  n. 
0~v~Si  O.v~Ti 
Then one obtains the following. 
MINIMAX THEOREM 4 (Carlson and Sh). Let h i = inf 0* v e sjQ(v); then 
Xj--- inf sup Q(v)= sup inf Q(v), 1=1 .... .  n. 
dimTEn-J +10*v~T dimS = j 0*v~S 
It turns out that the elements h1 ... . .  h n of L do not depend on the choice 
of S l . . . . .  S,, T 1 .. . . .  T,. Clearly ~1>h2>. - -  >~, ;  we call these the in- 
variants of Q. 
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Ircrsm.acInc THV.OaEM 4 (Carlson and S~i). Let R be a principal ideal 
domain, and let V be a free R-module o f  dimension , with submodule W o f  
dimension l. Let L be a locally complete lattice. Suppose Q: V \ (0) --* L and 
0 = Qlw,,<0~ are "'diagonalizable,'" with invariants 2~1 > " " " > ~,  #1 > " " " > 
~ t respectively. Then 
)~j>l~j>)~j+tn_t), j= l  . . . . .  I. 
7. EIGENVALUES OF SUMS; SINGULAR VALUES AND INVARIANT 
FACTORS OF PRODUCTS 
There is a wide variety of results known for these three theories involving 
algebraic operations (cf. [1], [10], [26], [28], [29]). We select with malice 
aforethought one from each theory. 
(i) If G, H, G + H ~ C n' n are hermitian, then )~(g)+ ~I(H) >/)~j(G + 
H)  >t ~,~(G)+ ~,n(H), 1 = 1 .. . . .  n. 
(ii) If C ~ C m' ~, D ~ C ~.n, then CD ~ C m'n, and oj(C)o~(D) >1 oj(CD) >1 
o~(c)o lo ) ,  1= 1 . . . . .  n. 
(iii) If A ~ R m" n, B ~ R n'p, then AB ~ R re'n, and ¢p l( A )epl( B ) > ¢@ AB ) > 
dp,(A)epp(B), j=  1 . . . . .  n. 
A common generalization of the above, and related inequalities, for 
"diagonalizable" Q:V \ (O) - - , L ,  when L is endowed with an algebraic 
structure, appeared in [21]. 
8. OPEN QUESTIONS 
1. The interlacing theorems for invariant factors and their converses are 
important results of pure mathematics. Can they be put to use by numerical 
analysts in the computation of multiple eigenvalues? 
2. Can one obtain a unification of the converses of interlacing? 
3. Can one obtain complete information on the relationship between 
(i) eigenvalues of two hermitian matrices and of their sum, 
(ii) singular values of two complex matrices and their product, 
(iii) invariant factors of two R-matrices and their product, 
(iv) invariant factors of two square matrices over a field and their product? 
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4. Can the results desired in question 3 be fitted into a common 
framework with functions ~: V \ (0) ---} L? 
5. Johnson and Robinson [12] have just obtained results on the relation- 
ship between the eigenvalues of a hermitian matrix and those of all its 
principal submatrices of a certain order. Do these results carry over to the 
other theories discussed here? 
This paper grew out of invited addresses at the Miniconference on Matrix 
Theory at Idaho State University, Pocatello, 10-11 April 1980, and the 
Annual Meeting of the Intermountain Section of the Mathematical Associa- 
tion of America, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 10-11 April 1981. 
Some of the author's work was done at the Universidade de Coimbra, 
Portugal, while he was on sabbatical leave from Oregon State University. The 
author wishes to thank the universities noted above, and Richard D. Hill, E. 
Marques de Sd, Graciano N. de Oliveira, and Donald W. Robinson. He 
expresses special thanks to Professor Oliveira, who has read the manuscript 
with great care, and suggested many improvements which have been incorpo- 
rated into the final form of the paper. 
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